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Disclaimer
You are not to construe the content of this presentation as investment, legal or tax advice and you should make your own evaluation of the Company and the market. If
you are in any doubt about the contents of this presentation or the action you should take, you should consult a person authorised under the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (or if you are a person outside the UK, otherwise duly qualified in your jurisdiction).
This presentation has been prepared in connection with the ‘Teach-in’ event held on 5 July 2022. The financial information referenced in this presentation is not audited
and does not contain sufficient detail to allow a full understanding of the financial performance of the Group. Nothing in this presentation should be construed as either
an offer or invitation to sell or any offering of securities or any invitation or inducement to any person to underwrite, subscribe for or otherwise acquire securities in any
company within the Group or an invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity under section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as
amended) (or, otherwise under any other law, regulation or exchange rules in any other applicable jurisdiction).
Certain information contained in this presentation may constitute "forward-looking statements" (including within the meaning of the safe harbour provisions of the
United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995), which can be identified by the use of terms such as "may", "will", "would", "could", "should", "expect",
"anticipate", "project", "estimate", "intend", "continue", "target", "plan", "goal", "aim", forecast, or "believe" (or the negatives thereof) or other variations thereon or
comparable terminology. These forward-looking statements are based on currently available information and our current assumptions, expectations and projections
about future events. These forward-looking statements include all matters that are not historical facts and include statements which look forward in time or statements
regarding the Company's intentions, beliefs or current expectations and those of our Officers, Directors and employees concerning, amongst other things, the
Company's results of operations, financial condition, changes in global or regional trade conditions (including a downturn in the retail or financial services industries),
competitive influences, changes in tax rates, exchange rates or interest rates, changes to customer preferences, the state of the housing and home improvement
markets, share repurchases and dividends, capital expenditure and capital allocation, liquidity, prospects, growth and strategies, litigation or other proceedings to which
we are subject, acts of war or terrorism worldwide, work stoppages, slowdowns or strikes, public health crises, outbreaks of contagious disease (including but not
limited to the COVID pandemic), environmental disruption or political volatility. By their nature, forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance
and are subject to future events, risks and uncertainties – many of which are beyond our control, dependent on actions of third parties, or currently unknown to us – as
well as potentially inaccurate assumptions that could cause actual events or results or actual performance of the Group to differ materially from those reflected or
contemplated in such forward-looking statements. For further information regarding risks to Kingfisher's business, please consult the risk management section of the
Company's Annual Report (as published). No representation, warranty or other assurance is made as to the achievement or reasonableness of, and no reliance should be
placed on, such forward-looking statements.
The forward-looking statements contained in this presentation speak only as of the date of this presentation and the Company does not undertake any obligation to
update or revise any forward-looking statement to reflect any new information, change in circumstances, or change in the Company's expectations to reflect events or
circumstances after the date of this presentation or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.
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We unlock speed and scale in cross
functional teams working iteratively
From
Projects

To
Products

Cross functional teams with
customers at the heart

A product is a continuing
source of value for our
customers and banners

Components & cloud to
go faster

Product, design, engineering
and delivery together

Small components &
real-time data

Teams solve problems together

Smaller changes made
more frequently

Build sustainable capability
and ownership

Agility

Cloud scales on demand
as needed

Aligned outcomes
delivered iteratively
‘North Star’ and OKRs
(objectives and key results)
methodology
Prioritization based on
customer & strategic value
Iterative delivery
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We power speed and choice across eight domains
1

Browse & find
products

2

Marketplace

3

Account, basket,
checkout

4

Payment

5

Order
Management

6

Picking, store
orders & ops

7

Fulfilment

8

Data
Databricks
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We power our banners with ‘Lego bricks’ of capability
MONOLITH

COMPONENT CAPABILITY

Front end

Benefits
Historic Channel/GAPI integration into front end

E-commerce
Monolith
(ATG)

Reuse & flexibility across banners
Multiple customer propositions
Frequency of releases for
smaller components

Integration layer

SAP

SAP

Speed to market
Reduced cost of change and risk

Optimise within centres of
excellence
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Agility

Enabling components

Merchant-facing

Customer-facing

New capability unlocked: enabling marketplace
Catalogue

Search

Pay in

Merchant
recruitment

Fulfilment

Pay out

Merchant
hub

Mirakl
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Geolocation

Test: Adds geolocation

Control: Store known

A/B testing to drive value faster
End result

Decreased errors
Increased add to basket
and checkout
B&Q benefit
+£10.8k per day / +£3.9m p.a.

Castorama France
benefit
+€8.7k per day / +€3.2m p.a.

Agility

Note: A/B testing is an experiment where two or more variants of a page are shown to users at random, and statistical
analysis is used to determine which variation performs better for a given conversion goal
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Prototyping increases speed to market of digital products

Agility

Note: Prototyping is an experimental process where design teams implement ideas into tangible forms from paper to digital. Teams build prototypes of varying degrees
of fidelity to capture design concepts and test on users. With prototypes, you can refine and validate your designs so your brand can release the right products
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We have significant opportunities
through our investment in data
Data Powering Growth
>6m new identifiable customers
(+28% vs pre-pandemic)
Grow lifetime value through loyalty

Personalised, real-time
customer communications
Improved media mix and spend

Range harmonisation & optimisation
Space optimisation
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Data Powering Profit
Smart markdowns and clearance

Promotions effectiveness
Supply chain visibility in real time
to optimise fulfilment and availability
Realtime stock visibility
Demand-led stock optimisation and
replenishment online & in stores
Data monetization creates new
sources of value

(1) In FY 21/22. New identifiable customers are customers who have shopped in the last 12 months but not the 12 months prior
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